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Abstract
Cryopreservation is the use of very low temperatures to preserve structurally intact living cells.
Mammalian cells are cryopreserved to avoid loss by contamination, to minimize genetic change in
continuous cell lines, and to avoid transformation in �nite cell lines. The cells which survive the
thermodynamic journey from the warm incubator to the –196°C liquid nitrogen storage tank are free from
the in�uences of time and thus cryopreservation is a critical component of cell culture. After all, an
established cell line is a valuable resource and its replacement is expensive and time consuming.
Successful cryopreservation of cells requires not only that the cells be handled in a proper fashion for
harvesting with equipment in place to ensure consistency, reproducibility and sterility, but also that a
correct choice and amount of cryoprotective agent is added, a controlled rate of freezing is used and a
standardized storage method of cells under cryogenic conditions is performed. The following protocol
describes a **general procedure** for cryopreserving cultured cells. **For non- standard cells, always refer
to the cell- speci�c product insert.**

Reagents
Cell line for cryopreservation Cryoprotective agent Cryovials CoolBox™ CFT30 ice- ‐free cooling station for
cryovials Cryolabels and/or cryomarker Freezing Medium Thawing Medium CoolCell® alcohol- ‐free cell
freezing container ThermalTray HP platform \(optional for thawing) 37°C waterbath Liquid nitrogen Dry
ice

Procedure
**Examination** Prior to freezing, the cells should be maintained in an actively growing state to ensure
maximum health during freezing and a good recovery post- ‐thaw. Ideally, the cultures should be
maintained antibiotic- ‐free for at least 1 week prior to freezing to help identify previously undetected
contaminants in the culture. **Cell Harvesting** 1. Handle the cells gently during harvesting since
damaged cells will not survive the additional damage that occurs during the freezing and thawing
processes. Generally, it is best to harvest the cells in the same manner used for routine subculture. Use a
laminar �ow hood, and CoolBox CFT30 ice free system, which allows the preparation of cryovials at <- ‐
4°C without the mess of an ice bucket. 2. Prepare freezing medium and store at 2° to 8°C until use. There
are several common media used to freeze cells \(see below); however, in general a typical media contains
90% serum + 10% cryoprotectant. Cryoprotective agents reduce the freezing point of the medium and also
allow a slower cooling rate, greatly reducing the risk of ice crystal formation, which can damage cells and
cause cell death during freezing. **For serum-containing medium, the constituents may be as follows**:

complete medium containing 10% glycerol complete medium containing 10% DMSO \
(Dimethylsulfoxide) 50% cell- ‐conditioned medium with 50% fresh medium with 10% glycerol or 10 %
DMSO **NOTE: ** Always use the recommended freezing medium for cryopreserving your cells. 3.
Determine the total number of cells and % viability using a hemacytometer or cell counter and Trypan
Blue exclusion. According to the desired viable cell density, calculate the required volume of freezing
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medium. In general, allow 1ml of freezing medium for each vial. 4. Centrifuge the cell suspension at
approximately 100–200 × g for 5 to 10 minutes. Aseptically decant supernatant without disturbing the
cell pellet and resuspend the cell pellet in the appropriate cryoprotective freezing medium to give a �nal
cell concentration between 2 and 4 x 106 cells/ml. **NOTE:** Centrifugation speed and duration varies
depending on the cell type. **Cell Freezing and Storage** 1. Label the cryovials so that one can recognize
the contents of the vials from the writing on the top of the vial. Place cryovials into the CoolRack CFT30
within the CoolBox CFT30 ice free cooling station. 2. Aliquot 1ml of cell suspension in cryoprotective
freezing medium into each of the cryovials. As you aliquot them, frequently and gently mix the cells to
maintain a homogeneous cell suspension. 3. Freeze the cells at a cooling rate of - ‐1oC/min using
CoolCell® alcohol- ‐free cell freezing container in a - ‐80oC freezer or dry ice locker; a suitable alternative to
a programmable rate controlled freezer. 4. Making sure the solid core of the CoolCell \(black ring) is at
room temperature and seated in the bottom of the central cavity, place sample vials containing 1ml of
cell suspension in each well. The sample vials should not extend above the CoolCell body. **NOTE: **
The 12 chambers within the CoolCell and sample tubes should be dry to avoid tube sticking upon
freezing. In order to ensure a radially symmetric cooling rate, all vials should contain an equal volume of
media, including the “blank” vials which can be stored and re- ‐used at a later date when extra vials are
needed to �ll CoolCell. 5. Fully seal the lid on the CoolCell and put the CoolCell into a - ‐80oC freezer or dry
ice locker, making sure that there is at least 1 inch of free space clearance around the CoolCell. 6. Store
CoolCell container in a - ‐80oC freezer for at least 4 hours and up to 24 hours prior to transfer to an archive
storage such as a freezer capable of continually maintaining temperature below - ‐130°C or a gaseous
phase liquid nitrogen storage vessel. **NOTE:** Always use dry ice to transfer the cells to permanent
storage to avoid temperature rise and cell damage. Cryovial contents can rise from - ‐75°C to over - ‐50°C
in less than one minute if exposed to room temperature air. 7. It is advisable to test cell viability by
thawing one vial after short term storage in gas phase nitrogen before the stock culture is terminated. 8.
Record the appropriate information about the cells in your cell repository. Records should include all of
the following information: culture identity, passage or population doubling level, date frozen, freezing
medium and method used, number of cells per vial, total number of vials initially frozen and the number
remaining, their locations, their expected viability and results of all quality control tests performed. **Cell
Thawing and Recovery: ** 1. Using appropriate safety equipment, remove the vial from its storage
location and place it into the CoolRack CFT30. **Immediately** transfer the CoolRack to a 37°C water
bath, and stabilize the CoolRack with a ThermalTray HP underneath it. This set up will ensure consistent
and rapid thawing of all cryovials and aid in ensuring sterility, as the cryovials will not be put into direct
contact with the bath water. **NOTE:** Rapid thawing \(60 to 90 seconds at 37°C) provides the best
recovery for most cell cultures as it reduces or prevents the formation of damaging ice crystals within
cells during rehydration. 2. Transfer the cryovials into a laminar �ow hood. Before opening hood, wipe the
outside of the vial with 70% ethanol. 3. Since some cryoprotective agents may damage cells upon
prolonged exposure, remove the agents as quickly and gently as possible. Transfer the desired amount of
pre- ‐warmed complete growth medium appropriate for your cell line into the centrifuge tube containing
the thawed cells. 4. Centrifuge the cell suspension at approximately 200 × g for 5–10 minutes. The actual
centrifugation speed and duration varies depending on the cell type. 5. After the centrifugation, check the
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clarity of supernatant and visibility of a complete pellet. Aseptically decant the supernatant without
disturbing the cell pellet. 6. Gently resuspend the cells in fresh growth medium, and transfer them into the
appropriate culture vessel and into the recommended culture environment. **NOTE:** The appropriate
�ask size depends on the number of cells frozen in the cryovial, and the culture environment varies based
on the cell and media type.
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